centric platforms ideal for aggregating data and integrating applications. AllJoyn, the software framework from AllSeen Alliance is a distributed software bus which provides device and service discovery, security and ad-hoc networking [31] . It is device centric which enables machine to machine communication, required for industrial monitoring and control systems. However it has yet to be proven on constrained networks and devices while providing adequate Quality of Service (QoS). An eXtendable Component-based Interoperable Open Model-driven Architecture (AXCIOMA) uses Object Management Group based standards to create an architecture which allows for complete system modeling and automated deployment through Interface Definition Language (IDL) and standardized language mappings. A shared dependency of these frameworks and platforms is the usage of XML and/or JSON for communication.
Below are also two state of the art approaches for the design of distributed monitoring and control systems that are applicable to the targets of this paper. They are (1) multi-agent systems [20, 21, 22] and (2) approach using a formal language, SystemJ, for distributed systems [23] . Both approaches require skilled system designers, where SystemJ excels due to outstanding expressiveness of constructs available for designing and programming concurrent software behaviors.
The concepts of agents and multi-agent systems (MAS) gained popularity over the last decades in implementing distributed control systems. Each agent is a uniquely identifiable software entity that can perform certain services and multiple agents collectively achieve the overall system operations. Agents are loosely coupled to each other and thus failure of an individual agent has limited effects on the overall system functionality. The similarity between MAS and SOA makes MAS a popular way in implementing customized SOA systems, in addition to the common web service based SOA systems. MAS have been deployed in many distributed applications such as intelligent environment [24] , remote monitoring and control applications [25] and collaborative robotics [26] . Despite the support of dynamic instantiation/removal of agents, mobility, and resilience to faults, there are a number of challenges in design distributed control systems using MAS. First, MAS typically requires heavy runtime support for proper agent life cycle and execution. Therefore, MAS may not always be applicable with resource constrained devices. Second, majority of the existing MAS do not follow any formal models of computation and hence the overall system behavior and the individual service behavior cannot be verified and guaranteed. Tremendous efforts are spent to examine the system functionality and reliability when interactions among distributed components are involved.
III. THE SYSTEMJ APPROACH
Alternatively, a formal language (i.e. SystemJ) based approach follows the formal Globally Asynchronous Locally Synchronous (GALS) Model of Computation (MoC) is proposed [23] . This approach targets a network of nodes that are Java-enabled. It is based on the use of SystemJ programming language that enables designing complex distributed systems with many concurrent software behaviors that, when composed into the SystemJ program, create a GALS system. A system is composed of multiple asynchronous behaviors called clock domains which are fixed during system runtime and hence such system is considered to be a static system. Clock domains are interconnecting and interacting with each other through a powerful abstract object called channel and collectively define the system topology and overall behavior. Clock domains communicate with physical environment through another abstract object called signals. Channels and signals can be any Java primitive type or Java object. Furthermore, clock domain behavior can be further divided into synchronous behaviors called reactions which execute in locked step to guarantee deterministic execution. They fully comply with the formal synchronous/reactive model of computation and even allow formal verification. Clock domains and reactions are inspired with hardware processes in sequential digital circuits. An example of graphical representation of a SystemJ program is given in Figure 1 . This example illustrates a model of a small sensing and control system. Two clock-domains, Sensor and Controller, are executed asynchronously to each other. Sensor clock-domain gathers information from the external environment, processes the information, and transfers results to the Controller clock-domain. The Controller clock-domain then generates appropriate control signals, which are emitted back to the external environment. The synchronous parallel operator (||) is used to build clock-domains from multiple synchronous reactions. Reactions can be composed hierarchically, by forking child reactions from the parent reactions, effectively implementing behavioral hierarchy.
This example demonstrates the possibility of considering clock domains as components that communicate with other clock domains using channels and with their external environment through signals with corresponding input and output ports. In terms of implementations on wireless networks, SystemJ programs can execute on commercial grade nodes that have either 6LoWPAN and/or IEEE 802.15.4 compliant protocol stack. Clock domains can be considered as service entities with clear role of input ports for requesting services and output ports to services provision according to their functionalities.
Figure 1: Graphical illustration of a SystemJ program
Both approaches rely on XML and/or JSON based message format which introduce overheads in communication, especially with low bandwidth and low rate wireless sensor networks. By enabling resource-constrained sensor and actuator platforms to communicate using standardized protocols and technologies such as XML and the Java-based CoAP Californium toolkit by Kovatsch et al. [10] , seamless integration with collaborative systems such as SystemJ is made feasible. The technique proposed in this paper can support existing tools to achieve efficient communication with analyzable system implementation.
IV. EFFICIENT STANDARDS-BASED COMMUNICATION
When using verbose message formats such as JSON and XML it is important to support data compression in order to be efficient. When using a standard IEEE 802.15.4 compliant radio transceiver, the maximum payload is 127 bytes, including 6LoWPAN, IPv6 and UDP headers. When using compressed IPv6 over 6LoWPAN, the effective payload can be as little as 70-100 bytes depending on compression, security and address options. Transmitting a message of almost 400 bytes would require four to five frames. This would of course increase the power consumption, latency and put more load on the network thereby limiting scalability.
Therefore, a vital property for maximizing performance is that each application layer message can be sent over the network in one MAC layer frame. The use of XML-based message format enables existing tools to be used and provides a futureproof way of exchanging information that is web-compliant.
A. Differential Text-XML compression mode
One feature of the proposed framework is the use of differential XML. Differential XML is a compression method where only the fields that have changed are transmitted, thus mitigating the need to send the full XML+SenML header with each subsequent data packet. When a client enables the differential XML mode, it will receive a complete SenML packet in the first GET request, and following packets are sent as plain text differential packets. An example of a differential message exchange (218 bytes) is shown below (non-constant fields marked in bold for clarity).
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <senml xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:senml" bn="urn:dev:mac:0024befffe804ff1/" bt="$ts" ver="1" bu="A"> <e n="temp" u="Cel" v="$t" /> <e n="humidity" t="%rh" v="$h" /> </senml>
Here it is obvious that the timestamp, temperature and humidity values can change between messages. In all events coming after the first subscription response, all variables will be sent as plain text, consuming only 23 bytes, in the compressed form:
The client must when receiving a differential response recreate the XML description, and run the output through an XML schema validator in order to validate the output. This approach results in a compression ratio of approx. 90% compared to the original uncompressed plain-text SenML message which is 229 bytes. However, the use of differential plain-text messages only offers limited functionality, especially when more complex and structured messages must be used.
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> <senml xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:senml" bn="urn:dev:mac:0024befffe804ff1/" bt="1276020076" ver="1" bu="A"> <e n="temp" u="Cel" v="22.5" /> <e n="humidity" t="%RH" v="55" /> </senml>
B. Differential binary-XML compression mode
Since XML is very verbose it is not suitable for use in wireless Internet of Things networks over low-bandwidth links. One technology that can be used to mitigate the performance impact of plain-text messages while retaining the benefits of using XML is Efficient XML Interchange (EXI) as shown by Kyusakov et al. [6] . EXI is a pure binary technology that enables both compaction and compression of plain text XML messages into a binary form. The use of EXI can compress a plain text XML message between 30-90% in most cases. The use of differential operation is actually mentioned in the SenML specification but only for local usage. A very resourceconstrained device can use a pre-compiled EXI message and only change certain byte with the EXI byte stream thereby eliminating the need of running a full-fledged XML to EXI processor. However, this approach assumes that the EXI message cannot change size or even the position of the bytes to update. This of course limits the usability. In the example above, the timestamp field which is 10 bytes long must always be sent in whole even if only 1 bit has changed. This issue can be eliminated by using a differential binary approach. When representing the value 1276020076 in binary representation only four bytes are required. If for example only the fourth byte would change (in the case of a new time stamp of value 1276020077) it would be beneficial to only transmit the one byte that is actually changed.
In the proposed framework, this is achieved by first compressing the plain text XML file into its binary EXI representation, and then calculating the difference compared to the previous EXI message. The binary delta is then transmitted to the receiver which takes the previous EXI message and recomputes the new message using the delta information. By using this approach, an event can have its size reduced from potentially hundreds of bytes to tens of bytes. There are of course cases when the differential information is actually larger than the EXI message itself, in that case the pure EXI message is transmitted. This guarantees that the delta compression never causes larger messages than the original EXI version.
C. Lightweight Interoperable Message Exchange
With the use of CoAP, it would be very beneficial to merge binary delta encoding, differential transmission and eventbased communication. When a client requests to Observe [16] a CoAP resource, it can treat that initial response as the base and all following messages as differential data. This is how the proposed message exchange framework operates. The client uses a CoAP query option with an Observe request to indicate to the remote CoAP resource that it would like to communicate using differential binary delta encoding. The server responds with an EXI-compressed SenML message to the GET request with the Observe option. All following events are first compressed to an EXI stream which is passed through a differential binary encoder. The encoder returns a very small data set of bytes which represents the delta between the initial message and the current. The delta information is sent to the client with an Option set to indicate that the payload is differential. When the client receives the message, it updates the base EXI stream's bytes according to the new information, and then decodes the updated EXI stream into an XML message and passes that to the application layer. Figure 2 shows the currently supported network stack.
The proposed framework supports these two proposed compaction methods by extending CoAP-based services with URI-query options that a client use to inform the remote service which output semantics (XML or JSON), and which compaction method (none, EXI, differential text, or binary delta encoding).
Figure 2: Network stack
One interesting approach to extend the applicability of the proposed features would be to add support for these compaction schemas directly in the CoAP protocol. This is however considered as future work. Note that differential mode can only be used in event-based communication and cannot be used when using ordinary GET requests.
V. TEST APPLICATION -WHEEL LOADER MONITORING
In order to test the proposed method in a real world monitoring application, subtask 1.8 in the Arrowhead project was chosen. Arrowhead is a European R&D project with the aim to develop SOA-based interoperable systems [7] . Arrowhead's Task 1.8 is a research and development activity aimed at delivering hardware and software for ball-bearing monitoring of a wheel loader. Task 1.8 is a joint collaborative effort conducted by Luleå University of Technology, SKF and Eistec AB [11] . The aim of Task 1.8 in Arrowhead is to be able to monitor each wheel of a wheel loader (or other vehicles as well), and to transmit an alarm if for example a ball bearing has been damaged. See Figure 3 for a layout of the network architecture of Arrowhead Task 1.8. In the current setup, the Mulle runs the Contiki operating system and communicates using CoAP over 6LoWPAN. To support hierarchical messages as well as structured data, the SenML message format was selected.
<?xml version="1.0"?> <senml xmlns="urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:senml" bn="urn:dev:mac:0024befffe804ff1" bt="1414860576" ver="1"> <e n="pktid" u="count" v="36350"/> <e n="rpm" u="r/m" v="353"/> <e n="rpm_av" u="r/m" v="353"/> <e n="totrounds" u="count" v="375230"/> <e n="totrounds_r" u="count" v="0"/> <e n="bearingtemp" u="Cel" v="45.4"/> <e n="rssi" u="%" v="90"/> </senml> The example shown above has a size of 384 bytes. In EXI format, the converted message is 184 bytes when the EXI compressor (OpenEXI is this case) is used in strict Schema mode with the Byte-aligned EXI option enabled. As shown earlier in this section, a message larger than the maximum effective payload of an IEEE 802.15.4 frame will need several frames to be transmitted. A message size of 184 bytes will require two frames, thereby doubling the required power consumption and latency.
A. Differential message exchange
By investigating the information that is actually transmitted, it is easy to see that there is a lot of redundant information that is transmitted in each packet, for example the SenML header, MAC-address, name of all tags, etc. A much more efficient way of transmitting the information would be to only transmit the changes from a previous message. Many video encoders, such as MPEG, operate in this way, using a base frame and then only encoding the difference between following frames and the base frame. In RFC 3229 [20] , a method for utilizing a similar approach for differential HTTP is proposed. However, since HTTP does not support event-based communication, no widely used webserver is currently supporting this RFC.
The SenML specification also mentions that resourceconstrained nodes do not require a full-fledged EXI compressor in order to generate an EXI stream. Instead, a base version can be generated at compile time, and the node can update individual bytes within the stream at run time, thereby eliminating the need to compress an entire XML message. Even though this is a very efficient method for generating EXI streams, it will still require the entire EXI message to be transmitted over a wireless medium. A much more efficient method would be to combine the mentioned methods by only transmitting the difference between a base message and following messages and the use of pre-compiled EXI messages and only updating certain bytes within the EXI stream.
VI. RESULTS
In order to validate the proposed method of differential binary compression several test cases were implemented and tested. In the following subsection, the characteristics of each implementation are presented, together with implementation details, status of the implementation and test results.
A. Test A
This test uses the example SenML message found in [15] , section-7. EXI was used in strict schema mode with Bytealigned compaction. Four tests were compared: standard human-readable XML (including indention and white spaces), M2M-XML (with all whitespaces removed), JSON-encoded, and binary-delta encoded.
B. Test B
This test also uses the example SenML message found in [15] , section-7 but also adds a timestamp field and a temperature reading as integers. EXI was used in strict schema mode with Byte-aligned compaction. Four tests were compared: standard human-readable XML (including indention and white spaces), M2M-XML (with all whitespaces removed), JSON-encoded, and binary-delta encoded.
C. Test C
This test is also on an example SenML message from [15] , section-7, with six current readings and one voltage reading. EXI was used in strict schema mode with Byte-aligned compaction. Four tests were compared: standard humanreadable XML (including indention and white spaces), M2M-XML (with all whitespaces removed), JSON-encoded, and binary-delta encoded.
D. Test D
This test is based on the minimal EEML example found at http://www.eeml.org/xml/0.5.1/minimal.xml. EXI was used in standard schema mode with Byte-aligned compaction. Three tests were compared: standard human-readable XML (including indention and white spaces), M2M-XML (with all whitespaces removed), and binary-delta encoded. All tests were performed using EXI files generated by the OpenEXI EXI processor. All binary files were manually verified using the Bless hex editor on Linux Mint 17 (64-bit). The binary delta compression were tested using two original documents with a number of readings and timestamps slightly modified in order to reflect a change of sensor reading(s) which would cause an event to be transmitted to any CoAP client Observing a resource. Figure 4 shows the results when using different semantic models and compression techniques. It is easily seen that the proposed approach of using a delta-encoded EXI message exchange outperforms the standard XML, EXIencoded XML and JSON models.
This proposed method has shown to be able to compress a series of messages from the same resource to up to 90-95%, as shown in Figure 4 . The differential binary delta encoding shown here is the key component in the proposed lightweight message exchange protocol. This protocol is targeting resourceconstrained networked embedded systems communicating using CoAP, SenML and EXI. However, any XML-based format can be compressed using this approach. In order to verify that no error has occurred during compression, delta compression or merge, a 32-bit checksum (Adler32) is currently used to verify the integrity of the messages. The option to use Adler32 adds an additional four bytes to each differential message. 
VII. FUTURE WORK
This paper has presented advancements on efficient servicebased communication for low-power Internet of Things devices and networks. However, more work is needed in the following areas:
Integration with the CoAP Message Queue [30] , to enable sleepy nodes to use the proposed delta compression and having the Message broker convert into the standard EXI/text XML representation. This would make the use of delta encoding transparent for end clients. Improved integration with existing monitoring and control tools and languages such as SystemJ. Investigate power consumption reductions for each communication method. Real-time/low-latency CoAP operation, see for example the proposed solution by Ludovici et al. [17] .
Support for high data rate sensors such as microphones and accelerometers and variable-sized differential messages. Perform extensive test with SenML, CBOR [29] , EEML, and OPC-UA industrial real-world messages.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper has presented a framework for highly efficient event-based communication suitable for use when integrating resource-constrained devices with standards-based frameworks such as SystemJ, IPSO Smart Objects, Xively and the Arrowhead framework. The message exchange method presented in this paper is designed specifically for resourceconstrained embedded systems using low-bandwidth wireless links.
In order to achieve a very high level of efficiency and thereby enable low latency communication, a binary delta compression technique has been integrated into the method. The binary delta compression operates on EXI-compressed XML documents and can compact XML-based documents in for example SenML from several hundred bytes down to tens of bytes when using event-based communication in CoAP (Observe). Currently, there are two reference implementations available: one based on the Contiki operating system on the Mulle sensor and actuator platform, and one based on the Californium CoAP library on Linux.
The implemented data compaction functionality shows that a data reduction of up to 90-95% is possible when streaming EXI data. The proposed method is well suited for use with SystemJ, the Arrowhead Framework and the IPSO Smart Objects model and thus the OMA LWM2M standard.
